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Summary: 
In dense traffic networks emerging technologies such as cooperative vehicle systems have the 
potential to partially remove congested and hazardous situations. As the reality of a mixed traffic made 
of cooperative vehicles aided or controlled by automated systems and of vehicles operated by drivers 
adopting their own specific behavior is approaching, prospective studies are required to understand 
and evaluate to what extent cooperative vehicles can help increase traffic flow efficiency and safety. 
In this research the focus is put on highway traffic. It is assumed that cooperative vehicles are 
equipped with in-vehicle sensors that detect immediate surroundings, and are able to share the 
received and analysed information with other cooperative vehicles through communication channels. 
Results of the research work are three-fold. First, the information flux is integrated in microscopic 
traffic flow models, and deterministic stability analyses of these defined cooperative models are 
performed to determine the conditions for perturbations in traffic to grow or decay in time. Secondly, a 
methodology is formulated to reproduce realistic traffic, accounting for the variability of drivers’ 
behavior, from real world noisy data. Finally, a multi-agent modelling framework with physical, 
communication and trust layers is designed to deal in real time with sensors faults and data 
uncertainties, while providing innovative adaptive control algorithms. 
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